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There has been a great deal of interest in the development of technologies for actively manipulating neural networks in vitro, providing natural but simplified environments in a highly reproducible manner in which to study brain function and related diseases. Platforms for these in vitro neural networks require precise and selective neural connections at the target location, with minimal external influences, and measurement of neural activity to determine how neurons communicate. Here, we report a neuron-loaded microrobot for selective connection of neural networks via precise delivery to a gap between two neural clusters by an external magnetic field. In addition, the extracellular action potential was propagated from one cluster to the other through the neurons on the microrobot. The proposed technique shows the potential for use in experiments to understand how neurons communicate in the neural network by actively connecting neural clusters.

**INTRODUCTION**

Investigating neural connectivity and activity is crucial to understand brain functions such as learning, memory, motion, sensory processing, and decision-making, which are critically dependent on appropriate neural connections (1, 2). In vitro neural networks enable functional analysis, via chemical and electrophysiological methods, to more effectively study the underlying fundamental characteristics of neural network reconstruction and connectivity by providing reproducible analysis before in vivo experiments (3, 4). Controllable and active neural networks in vitro, especially selective connection and active formation of neural networks, may also help the understanding of targeted therapeutics for axonal (re)growth from injured or malfunctioning neurons (5, 6). To engineer the morphology and connectivity of neural cells in vitro, many groups have attempted to form and control cell patterns and directionality of neurite growth in a chemical, physical, or mechanical manner (7, 8). For example, with chemical or physical cell-patterning techniques (9), a grid of circular and linear micropatterns was used to geometrically manipulate neural circuits with functional synaptic connections. Yoshida et al. (10) described a microplate composed of a circle for the neural cell body to adhere to and several protruding straight arms to guide neurite growth. By using the accurate and physical contact of the micropatterned atomic force microscopy tip to neurites in vitro, new functional neurites have been created and positioned to selectively (re)wire neurites and controllably form neural networks (11). However, these complete manual operations could limit the rapid and precise control of neural cells and make it difficult for cells to wirelessly approach tiny or complex sites.

Recently, magnetically actuated microrobots have emerged as promising tools for the accurate delivery of drugs or cells to a target area because of their various advantages, such as precise and wireless three-dimensional (3D) manipulation in physiological environments, accessibility to tiny areas, and use of harmless and low-attenuated energy sources (12). In our previous researches, 3D scaffold-type microrobots have been developed, and targeted cell delivery in vitro was carried out using an external magnetic field (13–15). Recently, magnetically actuated spherical (15), helical (15–17), and burr-like porous spherical microrobots (18) have been demonstrated the feasibility of targeted cell delivery in vivo and in vitro. However, these studies were mostly focused on fabricating various microrobot structures and transporting cells loaded on the microrobots under an external power source. To the best of our knowledge, the use of microrobots to mediate neurite alignment and neural connections has not been previously reported. The microgrooved surface topography, which mimics an aligned neurite growth of central nervous system neurons, has been used to facilitate the formation of networks and investigate the effect of neurite alignment in neural tissue engineering (19, 20). Therefore, we used a basic design of microgrooved structures as a proof of concept to achieve neurite alignment and neural network formation. Numerous modeling-based studies have assessed the relationship between neuronal morphology and electrophysiological properties (21, 22). The modulation of the neuronal morphology using microrobots might provide a better understanding of the relationship between neuronal morphology and excitability.

Here, we report a 3D magnetically actuated microrobot capable of guiding the direction of neurite outgrowth and selectively (re)constructing the neural network in vitro. To investigate the neural directionality and functional connectivity, we used primary rat hippocampal cells, which constitute the best-characterized model because of its polarization and widely known stages of network development (23, 24). Using immunofluorescence confocal imaging, the aligned neurite outgrowth and synaptic connections between the neural clusters were observed in the neural network on the microrobot. Moreover, normal physiological functions of the neurons...
were preserved with a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor–based high-density (HD)–multielectrode array (MEA) system to track the propagation of extracellular axonal signals of the neural clusters connected by the neuron-loaded microrobot (25, 26). The proposed microrobot and its application could act as a fundamental in vitro system capable of the targeted neuronal cell delivery and the formation of an active neural network and, thus, facilitate the study of neural networks and neural connectivity to gain a better understanding of brain function, especially for in vitro study.

RESULTS

Design and fabrication of a microrobot for neural connections

Figure 1A shows the magnetically actuated microrobot that can transport cultured neural cells precisely to link the disconnected neural clusters and form active neural networks, showing reciprocal communication using the HD-MEA system. As illustrated in Fig. 1B, the microrobot has gently sloping ends that were designed for neurites to grow smoothly from the microrobot to the surrounding substrate and vice versa, eventually interconnecting with each other. The top surface of the microrobot also has longitudinal microgrooves (5-μm width by 2-μm depth) that are similar to the width of axons and dendrites (19, 20). These microgrooves were designed to align and direct the outgrowth of neurites toward the sloped ends, where neurites should be newly connected. A rectangular pattern was engraved on the upper left (or lower right) side from the top view as a rollover indicator to recognize that the microrobot was placed in the correct orientation relative to the z axis. Otherwise, the gentle sloped ends would become overhang-like ends, which may be too steep for neurites to grow over the surface of the microrobot. Although neurites would manage to outgrow in this case, they could be severely bent and easily broken by even a small external force. Figure 1C shows the fabrication procedure of the microrobot by two-photon polymerization (TPP)–based 3D laser lithography and the deposition of nickel (Ni) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) layers for magnetic and biocompatible properties, respectively. Figure 1D shows scanning electron microscopy images of the fabricated microrobots with the microgrooves.

Cultivation of neurons and neurite outgrowth on the microrobot

In immunofluorescence images, we visually characterized neurite outgrowth of hippocampal neurons on glass substrates (plain surface) as a control and the microrobots with microgrooves. The number of neurites from neurons increased with time, interconnecting complex neural networks, on both plain and microgrooved surfaces (fig. S1). These immunofluorescence images were then color-mapped by height to observe attachment and cultivation of neurons on a plain surface and the microrobot [Fig. 2, A to F (i)]. We transferred the microrobot onto a glass substrate to be able to visualize the neurite outgrowth after cell loading onto the microrobot [Fig. 2, D to F (i)]. As a result, only a few cells were observed on the glass substrate outside of the microrobot. As the sizes of the neurites (also called axons and dendrites) and the neuronal cell body (also called soma) are generally about ~2 to 5 μm and ~10 to 20 μm thick.
respectively, the neurons cultured on a plain surface formed neural networks within the corresponding height range of the cells. By contrast, the height of the cells on the microrobot was increased up to approximately 40 μm when cultured on the microrobot because of the height of the microrobot (27 μm). These results demonstrated that neurons were successfully cultured on the microrobot and extended their neurites with no notable effects on viability compared to the control.

From the immunofluorescence micrographs of the neurites, we also analyzed local orientation distribution of neurites on a plain surface [Fig. 2, A to C (ii and iii)] and on the longitudinal microgrooves of the microrobot [Fig. 2, D to F (ii and iii)] to characterize the effects of the surface pattern on the directionality of neurite growth (the longitudinal direction in fig. S2A). The longitudinal microgrooves played a crucial role in directing the growth of neurites [Fig. 2, A to F (ii and iii)]. The neurites cultured on a plain surface grew out from the neurons in random directions for 17 days and showed a polychromatic and dull histogram, indicating no directional specificity [Fig. 2, A to C (ii and iii)]. However, neurites tended to align along the microgrooves during cultivation on the microrobot [Fig. 2, D to F (ii)], indicating higher directional specificity to 0° than neurons on the plain surface in the polar histogram [Fig. 2, D to F (iii)].

The orientation indices (OIs) were calculated to quantify the directional specificity of neurites. OI values of 1 indicate completely parallel relative to the longitudinal direction (aligned in fig. S2B) of the microgrooves on the microrobot, and OI values closer to 0 represent isotropic directionality. As shown in Fig. 2G, OI values of neurites cultured on the microgrooves were approximately four times higher than those of neurites cultured on the plain surface, with values of 0.46, 0.46, and 0.33 versus 0.06, 0.15, and 0.12 at 4, 8, and 17 days in vitro (DIV), respectively. To assess the effect of surrounding cells on the alignment, we prepared a cuboid structure of the same size as the microrobot but without microgrooves. As shown in fig. S3, the alignment of neurites on the cuboid at 8 DIV had an OI of 0.19, which was not significantly different from that of the plain surface (glass substrate) at the same day (OI = 0.15; Fig. 2G). This finding suggests that the directionality of neurites was still random and that there was no difference in tendency in the presence (plain surface) or absence (cuboid) of surrounding cells. Therefore, the use of the alignment results [Fig. 2, A to C (i)] on the plain surface instead of the cuboid was appropriate. In addition, the sloped ends of the microrobot mainly led to smooth extension and connection of neurites between the microrobot and surrounding surfaces [Fig. 2, D to F (i)]. On the sloped ends, neurites may not
Manipulation of the microrobot on an array of neural clusters

As it is important to precisely deliver and locate neurons cultured on the microrobot onto the desired position, for active connection of neural networks, the magnetic actuation of the microrobot was characterized in vitro. As shown in Fig. 3A, the microrobot was manipulated on an array of neural clusters (ANC) by magnetic fields generated by a linear superposition of individual fields from the eight electromagnetic coil system in a hemispherical configuration and observed by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera on top. An array of 500 μm by 500 μm neural clusters with a gap of about 200 μm was patterned on a glass substrate, as explained in fig. S6. To determine how accurately the developed microrobot can be controlled using a magnetic field, we measured the positioning errors in x and y directions and the angular error. As shown in fig. S7, we used a grid with a distance of 1 mm. We controlled the microrobot toward the orthogonal point at the top right where the two yellow dashed lines (horizontal and vertical) meet. The number of microrobots used for this experiment was four. The mean positional errors were ~7% in the x axis and ~14% in the y axis, where the length and width of the microrobot were 300 and 95 μm, respectively (fig. S7). The mean angular error in aligning the microrobot between neural clusters was 1.9°. With this level of controllability in position and orientation, the developed microrobot can be precisely placed between neural clusters with a gap of 200 μm using the appropriate magnetic fields. The microrobot used here has an anisotropic shape, and it can be aligned in the longitudinal direction between two neural clusters depending on the magnetic field applied. The rotating magnetic field allows the microrobot to propel by tumbling (28). However, the extra weight added by the cells attached to the microrobot might affect the microrobot’s rotational motion. Despite this extra weight, the position and orientation of the microrobot can be precisely controlled in response to the rotating magnetic field. The microrobot with neurons was quickly moved close to the target by a rotating magnetic field with a magnetic field intensity of 20 mT at 1.2 Hz. Then, the orientation of the microrobot was slowly changed under a constant magnetic field (20 mT) to position on the desired gap between the neural clusters, where the neural network is to be formed in vitro (Fig. 3B and movie S1). As a result, the neurons attached to the microrobot reached the target position within 10 s and precisely aligned to connect the desired neural clusters in 1 min. The cell viability of cells cultured on a cell culture dish (2D culture) was assessed before and after the magnetic manipulation of the microrobot for 10 min. As shown in fig. S8, there was no notable difference before and after the manipulation, suggesting that the motion of the microrobot did not affect cell viability.

Morphology-based characterization of neural connections using the microrobot

To assess the feasibility of neural connections using the microrobot, we investigated the morphology of neurons after the successful positioning of the neuron-loaded microrobot between the desired neural clusters on the ANC. Figure 4 shows the neurite outgrowth and neural connections on the glass substrate with and without the microrobot at 17 DIV. As the microrobot was deposited with thin opaque metal layers of Ni and TiO₂, the neurite outgrowth on the microrobot appeared to be disturbed in the bright-field images. Therefore, immunofluorescence imaging was performed using a confocal upright microscope to observe neurite outgrowth on the microrobot. Figure 4A shows the ANC without the microrobot as a control. Neurite outgrowth and neural connections were observed in the cluster (Fig. 4a’), but there were no neurites or neural connections in the gap between the two neural clusters (Fig. 4a”). For height coding images (Fig. 4B), neural clusters were shown to be formed within a height of up to about 20 μm, which is the typical height of neurons. While neurons generated and extended neurites
inside the cluster (Fig. 4b’), no neurite outgrowth was observed in the gap of the neural clusters (Fig. 4b’’), similar to the result in the bright-field images.

In contrast, the two separate neural clusters were morphologically connected through the microrobot, where the microrobot was placed by magnetic manipulation between the clusters at 1 DIV and cultured for 17 days (Fig. 4C). Bright-field images at 4, 8, 14, and 17 DIV showed neurite outgrowth in the area around the microrobot over time (fig. S9). In particular, a remarkable change in outgrowth of neurites was observed in the neural clusters on both sides of the microrobot. The image on 17 DIV showed greater neurite outgrowth compared to other images (Fig. 4, c’ and c’’; see also fig. S9). Height coding images showed that neurons were distributed in the range of about 40 μm because of the microrobot height of 27 μm (Fig. 4D).

Figure 4d’ shows that the neurites inside the neural cluster interconnected with neurites on the microrobot, and Fig. 4d’’ also shows that the neurite outgrowth aligned toward the left and right neural clusters on the ANC. In comparison, neurite outgrowth in controls showed a random neurite distribution, while cells on the microrobot showed aligned neurite extension (Fig. 4, E and F). Neurites on the microrobot extended mainly along the microgrooves with an OI of 0.52, while neurites on the glass substrate without the microrobot showed random growth with an OI of −0.05 (Fig. 4G). We also found that neurites between the two separate neural clusters were successfully reconstructed, with the morphological connections established using the microrobot and magnetic manipulation. Furthermore, the microrobot itself and manipulation of the microrobot did not interfere with neurite outgrowth or the morphological neural network, as observed by neurite extensions on the ANC with and without the microrobot.

Electrophysiological characterization of neural connectivity through the microrobot

To investigate the electrophysiological interconnection of the neural clusters by the microrobot, we recorded electrophysiological signals from the neurons using the HD-MEA system. Figure 5A shows the magnetic manipulation of the microrobot on the ANC in the HD-MEA chip at 1 DIV (movie S2). Figure 5B shows the spontaneous spike amplitude map (SSAM) of neural activities of the ANC with the microrobot (yellow dashed box) (see also fig. S10). Neural activity recorded from the HD-MEA chip coincided with the morphology photograph of the ANC observed (Fig. 5C). Therefore, we could successfully monitor the overall viability and activity of the neural cultures during cultivation, as well as identify the interconnected neural networks by the microrobot without the need for microscopic investigation.

To identify and track the neural network signals, we analyzed the axonal action potential (AP) propagation between the two neural clusters with and without the neuron-loaded microrobot at 17 DIV (Fig. 6). We can detect propagating APs because the largest AP
signals typically occur in the regions proximal to the soma and travel through the activated axonal parts on the electrodes \((21)\). In the neural clusters without the microrobot, AP propagation mostly traveled in the bottom neural cluster (zone 1), and neural signals hardly crossed to the upper neural cluster (zone 2) (Fig. 6A and movie S3). As shown in Fig. 6B, the average peak-to-peak amplitudes of the triggered APs were 40, 24, and 45 \(\mu\)V at the electrodes labeled 1 to 3, respectively, in the bottom neural cluster (zone 1). However, no APs were detected at the electrodes labeled 4 to 6 in the upper neural cluster (zone 2). Therefore, these results indicated that the neural clusters without the microrobot were not physically and functionally connected by neurons. In contrast, the presence of the microrobot between the two neural clusters enabled axonal signal propagation from the bottom neural cluster (zone 3) to the upper neural cluster (zone 4) (Fig. 6C and movie S4). Spike- and/or stimulation-triggered averaging of the neural signals enabled identification of neural activities \((22)\). The average amplitudes of the triggered APs were 116, 172, 100, 41, 105, and 145 \(\mu\)V peak to peak at the electrodes labeled 1 to 6, respectively (Fig. 6D). These results indicated that the microrobot with the neurons can form physical and functional neural connections and can also induce AP propagation.

To ensure reliable neural responses from the neural clusters of interest, we stimulated different positions in the neural clusters with and without the microrobot while recording APs. We could not detect any axonal signal propagation when the electrodes in the spot without neurons were stimulated (movie S5). These results suggested that there would also be no functional connections between the disconnected neural networks. Neural signals propagated simultaneously into both zone 3 and zone 4 when the electrical stimulation was evoked at the single electrode that was in the middle of the microrobot (Fig. 6, E and F, and movie S6). We can predict that axonal projections were extended at the bottom of the microrobot because it would not be possible to stimulate axons on the top surface of the microrobot using the electrode. Together, we found that our microrobot contributed functionally and morphologically to form and connect neural networks.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we showed that it is possible to morphologically and functionally connect separate neural clusters for in vitro targeted neural connections using a magnetically actuated microrobot. Our microrobot has the advantage of reproducible, selective, and precise connectivity. We have previously reported on the fabrication and magnetic manipulation of various microrobots and obtained similar results on the morphology and placement of the microrobot. We have also optimized various parameters for the formation of neural clusters (i.e., cell patterns on the glass substrate and the MEA chip) and neural connections using the microrobot. After optimization,
we managed to bridge individual neural clusters while maintaining neural network morphology and cell viability (Fig. 4). As micro-robots reported previously have shown cell compatibility using human embryonic kidney 293 cells (13), olfactory receptor neurons (14), HCT116 cells, hippocampal neural stem cells, and human nasal inferior turbinate–derived mesenchymal stem cells (15), this micro-robot using the same fabrication method could also be successfully applied to primary neurons. To provide enhanced biocompatibility of the microrobot for cell-based analysis applications, the material for magnetic actuation can be replaced with Fe3O4 nanoparticles that have stable cytocompatibility compared to that of Ni (30, 31).

In contrast to techniques that require the use of a micromanipulator or a micropipette, methods using our proposed microrobot and magnetic control system can be carried out while maintaining the in vitro cell culture environment. After the microrobot is submerged into the medium, it can be wirelessly controlled by an external magnetic field so that cells and medium are not exposed to the outside air.

The same fabrication and manipulation techniques proposed in this study may also be applicable to single-cell microrobot structures to form individual neurite connections using an external magnetic field. The use of microrobots allows neuroengineers to design neuronal circuits in vitro more reliably and safely by connecting individual neurites, as reported in previous studies (10, 32). Hence, the development of single-cell level microrobots will enable the formation and connection of single neurites or cells. The magnetic field control system, which is one of the robotic systems, would be essential for the precise micromanipulation by the microrobot used in this study and other cell-sized microrobots to form a single neural connection or artificial neural networks. We have previously developed magnetic microrobots with sizes ranging from tens to hundreds of micrometers, allowing for precise and safe manipulations. Future studies are required to assess the ability of next-generation micro-robots with various sizes to deliver neurons or connect single and multiple neurites that are difficult to access by hand. Future studies are required to establish the optimal shape of the cylindrical tube to enable stable and durable alignment of neurites and improve the formation and control of neural networks (33–35).

While pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus and the neocortex have a clear polarity in vivo, cultured neurons are often mixed with various cell types and tend to have random directionality. The lack of polarity is problematic since the columnar orientation and connectivity in the neocortex have been proposed as providing basic computational modules in the neocortices (36). The manipulation of the axonal outgrowth and neuronal directionality will enable us to precisely construct neural and synaptic networks that more closely resemble the in vivo conditions (e.g., CA3-CA1 or thalamo-cortical layer IV circuits). Distal dendrites of hippocampal cornu
ammonia (CA1) neurons receive inputs, mainly from the entorhinal cortex, whereas proximal dendrites are innervated by hippocampal CA3 neurons (37). Although random connectivity (i.e., CA1-to-CA1) will account for most of the synapses in the conventional cultures of hippocampal neurons, we could cultivate CA1 neurons with proximal CA3 inputs and distal entorhinal synapses with the currently developed microrobot.

A number of limitations can affect neural activity signals, which are detected from neurons cultured on the HD-MEA chip. First, numerous neurons that overlapped each other may prevent the analysis of the recorded signals. As depicted in our data (Fig. 6, C and E, and movies S4 and S6), because of the abundance of cells used to create neural clusters, the neural activity may appear as if no propagating APs exist or AP propagation velocity is reduced because cells can be simultaneously activated (38). Therefore, shortening the duration of the cell culture or reducing the cell density might improve the measurement of AP signals. Second, during AP propagation, stimulation sites and voltage magnitudes may be applied individually depending on each cell, as the stimulation could affect intrinsic neuronal plasticity (39). By contrast, as we applied the same electrical voltage of 300 mV to cells, spike traces of evoked neurons on the HD-MEA chip would all have been different (Fig. 6, B, D, and F).

Third, the electrode quality and impedance can vary with regard to the extent of sufficient stimulus magnitudes or response to cells (25). Despite these limitations in electrophysiological data, in this study, a single consistent pathway between zone 3 and zone 4 was observed in the results for each stimulation (Fig. 6, C and D, and movie S4). Therefore, our approach could open the possibility for analysis based on electrophysiological stimulation and recording with diverse microrobots and different cells.

We expect our results to be a potential starting platform for advanced controllable in vitro models of artificial neural networks. For example, neural activity could be assessed using various microrobots with different microgroove designs according to the extent of alignment in connected compartmental neural networks. Moreover, the development of microrobots with improved controllability may enable us to reconstruct more sophisticated artificial neural networks. We are currently in the process of establishing complex and diverse connections using various microrobots for future research. The use of the developed microrobot will also facilitate investigation of the electrophysiological properties of specific synaptic connections and verify the effect of drugs on specific synapses with high sensitivity. In particular, numerical changes or changes in strength in corticostriatal synaptic connections and impaired plasticity have been reported in patients with Parkinson’s disease and obsessive-compulsive disorder (40–42). Therefore, mimicking the corticostriatal synaptic connection in cultured neurons using microrobots could provide a powerful platform for the development and testing of therapeutic interventions and improve our understanding of neural networks.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Design and fabrication of the microrobot**

The microrobot was designed in SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp., Waltham, MA), a computer-aided design program used for 3D design. The design parameters of the microrobot were determined on the basis of the sizes of the neurons and neurites. Figure 1B shows the 3D design of the microrobot used in this study. To fabricate the microrobot, TPP microfabrication was conducted with a 3D laser lithography system (Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT; Nanoscribe GmbH, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany), referred to as Nanoscribe (43, 44). In Nanoscribe, a 100-fs pulsed 780-nm laser was focused via a 25× NA (numerical aperture) 0.8 objective lens (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) directly into the IP-S photosist (Nanoscribe GmbH). The exposed resist by the laser was polymerized, and 3D microrobots were fabricated by this writing process (Fig. 1C). The microrobot was designed with a length of 300 μm, which was a distance capable of stably reaching and forming neurites in 2 days. After TPP, the nonpolymerized monomer solution was removed by immersing the substrate in the SU-8 developer (MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA) for 20 min. The substrate was then rinsed in isopropyl alcohol (JT Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ) and dried under a stream of dry nitrogen gas. For determination of the magnetic properties and biocompatibility of the microrobot, 170-nm Ni and 200-nm TiO2 thin films were deposited on the fabricated 3D structure using a sputter coater (SRN-110; Sorona Inc., Pyeongtaek, South Korea).

**Isolation and culture of the primary hippocampal neurons**

Animal experiments were conducted in accordance with the regulations of the Animal Experiment Ethics Committee of the Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science and Technology (DGIST) (approval no. DGIST-IACUC-19050903-08). Pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats (15 weeks of age, female, 200 g) were purchased from KOATECH (Gyunggi-do, South Korea). For anesthesia and euthanasia, the pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats were exposed to inhalation of CO2 gas. Primary hippocampal neurons were prepared from the hippocampi of embryonic day 18 rats. The hippocampi were trypsinized and dissociated with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA; catalog no. 25200056) for 2 min and mechanically triturated. The cell suspension was washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific; catalog no. 10010023) with 1% penicillin and streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific; catalog no. 15140122) and filtered using a cell strainer with 40-μm pores. The hippocampal cell cultures were maintained in supplemented Neurobasal medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific; catalog no. 21103049) with the addition of 1% l-glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific; catalog no. 25303149), 2% B-27 supplement (Thermo Fisher Scientific; catalog no. 17504044), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Primary neural cells were seeded and cultured on the microrobot in a humidified incubator (5% CO2 and 37°C) for 17 days to characterize the cultivation of neurons and the biocompatibility of the microrobot. The neurons were also cultured on a typical glass substrate coated using a previously established method as a control and compared to the neurons on the microrobot to investigate outgrowth of neurites directed by the longitudinal microgrooves on the microrobot.

**Immunofluorescence staining**

Primary hippocampal neurons on glass substrates and microrobots at 4, 8, and 17 DIV were immunostained to visualize the neural cell marker β-III tubulin (TUBB3) in green and the nuclei with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) in blue. First, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in PBS for 30 min at room temperature, followed by washing three times with PBS. They were then permeabilized in 0.25% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by washing three times with PBS. Next, cells were incubated in blocking
buffer consisting of PBS supplemented with 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary antibody to β-III tubulin (Abcam, Cambridge, UK; catalog no. ab18207) was diluted to 1:1000 (v/v) in blocking buffer and incubated with the neuronal cultures at 4°C overnight, followed by washing three times in PBS for 15 min each time. For secondary antibody staining, Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific; catalog no. A11008) was diluted to 1:1000 (v/v) and incubated in blocking buffer for 2 hours at room temperature and then washed three times in PBS for 15 min each time. Samples were counterstained with DAPI (1:1000 dilution; Thermo Fisher Scientific; catalog no. D1306) to visualize the nuclei.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy
Fluorescence images were acquired using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 780; Carl Zeiss) equipped with solid-state lasers (405, 488, 555, and 639 nm). ZEN software (Carl Zeiss) was used for image postprocessing, such as maximum intensity projection and 3D reconstruction, to carefully observe and analyze the morphology of the neurites in 2D and 3D microenvironments. The immunofluorescently stained cells on a glass substrate were subjected to high-resolution imaging in PBS with a 40× water immersion objective lens to prevent desiccation of samples during imaging. To assess the alignment of neurites, z-stacked images (range, 40 μm; interval, 1.38 μm) in two channels (green for β-III tubulin and blue for DAPI) were acquired simultaneously with a 40× NA 1.15 water immersion objective to create maximum intensity projection images. These images were color-mapped by height (z axis) using a transparency rendering mode and depth coding [Fig. 2, A to F (i)]. The ANC without the microrobot (Fig. 4B) was imaged with a 10× objective in a z-stack mode (range, 44 μm; interval, 4 μm) to reconstruct single composite images. In the case of the ANC with the microrobot where neurons were loaded (Fig. 4D), the investigation was performed with a 10× objective in the z-stack mode (range, 64 μm; interval, 4 μm) and 40× objective in the z-stack mode (range, 41 μm; interval, 1 μm) to reconstruct 3D images.

Measurement of neural orientations
After primary neural cells were attached and cultured on a flat substrate and the microgrooved microrobot, neural orientations of the neurons were measured and compared to investigate the effects of the microgrooves on neurite outgrowth. When neurons were cultured on the microrobot, the microgrooves on the microrobot faced upward (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites upward (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites (Fig. 1B); otherwise, the slope ends would be placed upside down, making it easier to form neural connections among the neurites.

ANC preparation using polydimethylsiloxane stencil
The ANC was prepared and cultured on a glass substrate and an HD-MEA chip using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stencil (fig. S6). The PDMS stencil was prepared using an SU-8 master mold and was cut to 5 mm by 5 mm and placed on the glass substrate and the HD-MEA chip. For cell attachment, polyethyleneimine and laminin were coated on the surfaces that were not covered with the PDMS stencil. The ANC was then cultured on the glass substrate.

Microrobot manipulation
An electromagnetic coil system (Mini-Mag; Aeon Scientific AG, Schlieren, Switzerland) was used to control the position and orientation of the proposed microrobot. The Mini-Mag is composed of a combination of eight electromagnetic coils for five degrees of freedom (DOF; 3-DOF position, 2-DOF pointing orientation) (47). A maximum magnetic field of 20 mT and a magnetic field gradient of 2 T m⁻¹ can be generated from the eight electromagnetic coils with ferromagnetic cores. By rotating the magnetic field, the microrobot was controlled to a target area by rolling motion in the first step.
Then, the orientation of the microrobot was accurately changed to connect the two neural clusters in the second step. The magnetic field strength for driving the microrobot was 20 mT, and the rotating magnetic field frequency was between 0 and 1.2 Hz. The manipulation of the microrobot on the glass substrate and the HD-MEA chip was recorded using a VZM 600i zoom imaging lens (Edmund Optics Inc., Barrington, NJ) linked with a CCD camera (Grasshopper; Point Grey Research Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada) (movies S1 and S2).

**HD-MEA recording and stimulation protocols**

All analyses described below were performed using MATLAB R2018b (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) with “signal Processing” and “Statistics and Machine Learning” toolboxes. During the cultivation period, extracellular activity using the HD-MEA system (MaxOne; MaxWell Biosystems AG, Basel, Switzerland) was monitored and recorded inside the incubator. All extracellular data were digitally band-pass–filtered (500 to 3000 Hz) before recording.

**Spontaneous spike amplitude map**

Spontaneous firing activity was typically observed after 1 week in culture. The entire array to cover all 26,400 electrodes was scanned for spontaneous activity. Signal recording was performed sequentially from dense blocks of 27 electrode configurations for 20 s per configuration. Spikes were detected at every electrode by a threshold level of 4.5× signal SDs, and the negative peak amplitudes for all the electrodes were displayed in SSAMs (shown in Fig. 5B and fig. S10) using color coding. The SSAMs visualized the viability of the cultures and the positions of spontaneously active neurons on the array.

**Electrodes at local peaks in the SSAM**

Electrodes with large spike amplitudes indicated that active neurons were located nearby and, therefore, indicated suitable sites for recording and stimulation. The respective recording and stimulation sites needed to be identified automatically on the basis of the SSAMs because some experiments were required to record neural signals from many neurons or to stimulate many neurons. Therefore, we used sites representing local peaks in the SSAM. First, all the electrodes with negative peak amplitudes exceeding a predefined threshold were selected. In a second step, if multiple neighboring electrodes had exceeded the threshold, then only the electrodes closest to the local peak amplitude were further considered. The threshold value was set manually, while a MATLAB function provided the information on how many selected electrodes resulted in a particular value. Depending on the specific experiment, the threshold value was varied to yield the desired number of electrodes.

Hippocampal neurons on the array typically yielded a single local peak coinciding with the location of the electrode yielding the largest signal amplitude. For aggregations of neurons, in contrast, the footprints of the cells primarily overlapped. Therefore, the resulting number of local peaks in regions of neuron aggregation was significantly smaller than the number of cells. Avoiding the selection of many electrodes underneath aggregations of multiple neurons was particularly crucial for the stimulation experiments. Because of these large numbers of neurons, multiple electrodes may simultaneously stimulate the same cell.

**Stimulation-triggered recordings**

To identify and track the neural network signals, individual neurons in the neural cluster areas with and without the microrobot were activated using balanced positive-first biphasic voltage pulses because of their effectiveness in electrical stimulation (48). Voltage pulses had phase durations of 200 μs and amplitudes of ±300 mV. Three hundred stimuli were applied at a frequency of 3 Hz with a sampling rate of 20 kHz to one electrode, indicated by a yellow star in Fig. 6, in all stimulation protocols. An electrode was connected to a stimulation channel. To detect stimulus-triggered responses of neurons in separate neural clusters of interest, we designed a custom configuration with 843 electrodes underlying detectable neural compartments (fig. S10C). The triggered AP waveforms (300 trials), designated as a stimulation-triggered footprint, were acquired by scanning this configuration. Recorded stimulus-triggered responses were temporally aligned according to the downswing of the biphasic stimulation. Aligned responses were used to reconstruct the footprints (Fig. 6) and make AP propagation movies (movies S3 to S6). AP propagation evoked by the electrical stimulation was visualized between the two neural clusters for 2 ms.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical significance was determined from independent experiments in triplicate. All statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA) using the parametric unpaired t test with Welch’s correction (Fig. 2G). Error bars indicate SD from three samples. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. Calculated P values are also specified.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/6/39/eabb5696/DC1
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